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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

This nomination includes four structures: the three buildings of the City 
Hall complex on the north side of West "ain Street and the Civil War 
Monument and the park it sits in, directly across from the City Hall 
complex, on the south side of the street.^ A separate description is 
supplied below for each of the four.

a ») Russwin Hotel (City Hall); Originally built as a hotel in,JJ38S,
this building was later modified by the original arc^hitects , McKim,

*

m

TO

Meade, and White., for its present use as a city hall/* Inte 
arrangements only were modified at that time, leaving the exterior 
intact. Desimed in the manner of a Venetian palazzo, it iu five 
stories high and is capped with a hipped roof of red pantiles. Four 
chimneys are extended above the roof. The five stories are grouped 
2-2-1; the two downstairs floors are sheathed in coursed br >wnstone 
blocks, with no frames around the windows. The ground floo * is behinc. m 
a five-bay arcade, the second floor windows are flat-headed and 2-£-2, 
The third and fourth floors are grouped in a. two-story arcade of red 
brick, with five bays on the central axis of the building separated 
by a wider pier from the two bays on each end of the facade, An 
intricate iron balcony is centered on the facade, at the third floor 
level and is carried on heavily carved consoles. The imposes and 
arch heads carry intricate florrate and geometric designs* The 
fifth floor is set off from the lower floors by an egg and iart 
molding and a band of ornament. The nine windows echo the rhythms 
of the arcade below. o

b.) Old New Britain National Bank Building; Since the 1920's tiis building 
has been incorporated into the City Hall complex as the offices of 
the Town and City Clerk.X, Built in.l860-6l, this two-story romanesque 
style conmercial building is of modest architectural pretenbion; 
its arched bays complement those of its larger neighbor, City Hall. 
The facade is of red brick with brownstone detailing.

c.^ Old Post Office Building; Built in 1871, this three story Duilding 
boasts an impressive renaissance revival facade^ with brown stone 
quions set against a smooth, light masonry facing. The second floor 
window frames are pedimented, and the third floor frames ha ire seg- 
mentally arched projecting heads. The cornice has both dentils and

\^ modillions,

d.) C.ivil War Monument and Park; Built in 1900, this monument is/ 
apparently of limes tone. Constructed In the_B§aux Arts Styie^ 
Ionic columns and pediments are the main elements"of the fcur- 
sided structure. It is topped by a bronze, winged-victory ststue.
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TATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

These four structures and Central park form a groupinlf-SKcl provide 
graphic testimony of the increasing affluence and cultural and archi 
tectural sophistication of the beginning New England city in the latter 
half of the 19th century.

Ten years before the first of these buildings was completed, Mew Britain 
was a small farming and mill community of about 3,000 people. At that 
time the village center was about half a mile away, where the Congrega 
tional Church and parsonage and some commercial buildings overlooked 
what was then the town green. By the time the National Bank Building 
was constructed in l860-6l, a railroad line and several small factories 
had been completed immediately to the north of the bank. The bank was 
the first financial institution in the younr Industrial community. 
During the next two and one half decades, as larger manufacturing 
establishments developed in the vicinity, the commercial center of 
the city shifted to the present downtown square and the city began its 
period of growth*

The Russwin Hotel Building is of special interest architecturally and 
historically because it was the only building designed solely by Joseph 
Morrill Wells, Stanford Tchite's principal assistant.

Dr. Leland M. Roth of the Department of Art and History at Ohio State 
University, and an authority on the architecture of McKim, \'feade and 
RMte, has prepared a brief statement on the significance of the building 
and its architect.

"...McKim once said that Wells was one of the greatest influences 
on their firm. More recently, major architectural historians such 
as Henry Russell~rltchcock and Vincent Scully have credited wells 
with directing the course of McKim's and IVhite's designs toward 
the example of the High Renaissance in Italy...The Russwin Hotel 
is particularly important because in this, the only building for 
which he was solely responsible, Wells was able to demonstrate 
exactly what he intended by following Renaissance models. The 
ornamental details are very crisp and carefully placed, but the 
overall design is firmly rooted in American sources and American 
hotel design. There is also a reference to the master American 
architect, Henry Hobson ^ichardson. The intricate rhythm of the
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#8 Significance (continued 1)

bays of the facade is without paralled for its subtlety and restrained 
complexity in the commercial architecture of the last half of the 
nineteenth century in the United States. Even McKim and Y/hite ?<rere 
not able to achieve quite so much with sinple devices. Well's author 
ship of the design is well attested; in an article by C. Howard 
Y/alker, published in the Architectural Record in 1929, the design 
is credited to him and illustrated. "

"The Russw'n Building is also important because of the way it dominates 
and controls the space before it. In this, the building acts very much 
like the Renaissance palazzo on which it is based, which crave meaning 
to their urban squares as well. The Russwin Hotel is very sensitive 
to the urban situation. This sense of authority is also why it makes 
such a splendid City Hall."

"The Russwln Hotel is also significant for the use of terra cotta on 
the exterior. This buildine is one of the small number designed in 
(the early l380's) in which this material was extensively used. Up 
to this time terra cotta was believed to be too fragile for the rigorous 
North American climate, and only in the late l8?0's and early l880 ! s did 
a few enterprising architects begin to use the material. Yfells called 
for the standard strong red-colored terra cotta, matching the brick to 
it to create a unified design...Vfell's use of terra cotta was one of 
the most sensitive of this period. The building was illustrated in a 
historical survey of the use of the material in Architectural Record 
in 1892..."

Because of the historical significance of each structure in this 
rrroup, as well as the historical relation of each structure to the 
others, it is important that recognition be given to this district, 
and imperitave that its oreservation be insured.

V'ork is beginning on the restoration of the interior and a grant 
will be aoplied te^TalTt^ near future.
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